Abstract-Following recent works on the rate region of the quadratic Gaussian two-terminal source coding problem and limit-approaching code designs, this paper examines multiterminal source coding of two correlated, i.e., stereo, video sequences to save the sum rate over independent coding of both sequences. Two multiterminal video coding schemes are proposed. In the first scheme, the left sequence of the stereo pair is coded by H.264/AVC and used at the joint decoder to facilitate Wyner-Ziv coding of the right video sequence. The first I-frame of the right sequence is successively coded by H.264/AVC Intracoding and Wyner-Ziv coding. An efficient stereo matching algorithm based on loopy belief propagation is then adopted at the decoder to produce pixel-level disparity maps between the corresponding frames of the two decoded video sequences on the fly. Based on the disparity maps, side information for both motion vectors and motion-compensated residual frames of the right sequence are generated at the decoder before Wyner-Ziv encoding. In the second scheme, source splitting is employed on top of classic and Wyner-Ziv coding for compression of both I-frames to allow flexible rate allocation between the two sequences. Experiments with both schemes on stereo video sequences using H.264/AVC, LDPC codes for Slepian-Wolf coding of the motion vectors, and scalar quantization in conjunction with LDPC codes for Wyner-Ziv coding of the residual coefficients give a slightly lower sum rate than separate H.264/AVC coding of both sequences at the same video quality.
Two-Terminal Video Coding
Theoretical studies on MT source coding has been focusing on finding the achievable rate region. 1 For continuous sources, Berger and Tung [1] , [4] provided an inner rate region within which all rate points are achievable. This region is obtained by using the random binning argument of Cover [5] and is now called the Berger-Tung inner rate region. In the special cases of jointly Gaussian sources and MSE distortion measure, which is often referred to as the quadratic Gaussian MT source coding problem, the Berger-Tung inner rate region for the two-terminal case was shown to be partially tight by Oohama in [6] , and tightness of the remaining sum rate bound was only recently proved by Wagner et al. [7] . Thus, the rate region is completely characterized for the quadratic Gaussian two-terminal MT source coding problem. However, the rate region for quadratic Gaussian MT source coding with more than two terminals is still unknown. 2 Unlike SW coding [2] , there is always a rate loss associated with MT source coding (when compared with joint encoding). Furthermore, unlike WZ coding [3] , which has no rate loss in the quadratic Gaussian setup, quadratic Gaussian MT source coding suffers rate loss. However, the supremum sum rate loss with quadratic Gaussian two-terminal source coding is only bit per sample (b/s) [11] .
Practical MT code designs based on generalized coset codes were provided by Pradhan and Ramchandran in [12] . In an earlier work [13] , we proposed a framework for practical MT source coding based on Slepian-Wolf coded quantization (SWCQ), which combines vector quantization and SW coding [2] . It is shown that, assuming ideal source coding and SW coding in terms of approaching the theoretical rate-distortion and SW limits, SWCQ achieves any point on the sum rate bound of MT source coding. Practical designs using TCQ [14] and turbo/LDPC codes [15] - [17] (for SW coding) perform only 0.139-0.194 b/s away from the sum rate bound of quadratic Gaussian MT source coding with two terminals. However, the code designs in [12] and [13] are for ideal Gaussian sources assuming a priori known correlation.
In this paper, we examine MT video coding of two correlated sequences captured by calibrated cameras with known intrinsic (e.g., focal length and pixel width) and extrinsic 3-D geometric parameters (e.g., relative positions). They are often referred to as stereo video sequences. The two encoders, one at each camera, cannot communicate with each other. Each encoder compresses its captured video before sending it to the joint decoder for stereo video reconstruction.
In general, effective coding of a single/monocular video sequence necessitates exploitation of both spatial and temporal redundancies within the sequence. H.264/AVC [18] provides the currently most efficient solution by using motion estimation/compensation to strip off the temporal redundancy between frames, the DCT of the resulting motion-compensated residual frames for energy compaction and de-correlation, and variablelength coding for compression.
For stereo video sequences, the compression efficiency can be further improved by exploiting the intersequence correlation (as done in the MPEG-2 stereo video coding standard [19] ) in a joint encoding setup. This leads us to stereo matching [20] at the encoder side, which is a fundamental problem in stereo vision, and has been extensively studied in the past by many researchers (see Section I-A). For MT video coding, since the correlation between the two video sequences is not known a priori, correlation modeling is one of the key issues; although the encoders cannot communicate with each other, the 3-D geometric information of the cameras can still help exploit the binocular correlation between the stereo pair at the decoder.
We describe in this paper two MT video coders for stereo sequences, each capable of outperforming separate H.264/AVC coding. The first coder shares the basic structure of SWCQ developed in [13] for MT source coding of two Gaussian sources. Specifically, the left video sequence is compressed by the left encoder using H.264/AVC and a reconstructed version is available at the joint decoder. Then, the first I-frame of the right sequence is successively coded: a low-quality version is generated by H.264/AVC Intracoding and sent to the decoder to obtain a rough disparity map, which is combined with the decoded left I-frame to generate decoder side information for SW coding of the refinement bit stream of the right I-frame. With a better quality right I-frame, the disparity map between the left and right I-frames are refined at the decoder to serve as an initial point-to-point correspondence for the subsequent P-frames of the right sequence. The joint decoder subsequently generates side informations for both the motion vectors and the motion-compensated residual frames of the right sequence on the fly by imposing an "identical motion constraint," which means the corresponding points in the left and right scenes must have identical 3-D motions. With side information available at the decoder, motion vectors for the P-frames of the right sequence are SW coded by LDPC codes, and the corresponding motion-compensated residual frames are WZ coded [3] via SWCQ.
The second coder employs the source splitting idea of [21] in conjunction with SWCQ [13] . The goal is to allow flexible rate allocation between the two video sequences. Specifically, the two sources are first coded with lower quality and the resulting bitstreams are transmitted to the decoder to generate a rough disparity map, which is used to compute a side information of the first source by warping the low-quality second source. Then the residual frame of the first source is refined via SWCQ. Now the decoder comes back to warp the decoded high-quality first source to generate a side information of the second source, which is, in turn, used for refining the residual frames of the second source. This way, the two encoders are able to control the quality of the four quantized versions (one coarse version and one finer version for each source) and arbitrarily allocate rates between the two encoders.
Unlike approaches (e.g., in [22] and [23] ) that emphasize low-complexity encoding, this work aims to show for the first time that MT video coding can outperform independent coding with standard approaches (e.g., H.264/AVC) at the same sum rate, thus making the nascent field of distributed video coding viable. With H.264/AVC being a very powerful video compression standard, our solution for MT video coding is to use the disparity maps generated by the stereo matching algorithm to explore the joint statistics between component H.264/AVC bit streams (e.g., motion vector bits and texture bits) of the left and right sequences. Instead of using the entropy coder of H.264/AVC for the right sequence, we employ SW coding (or conditional entropy coding) based on the joint statistics. Since conditioning reduces entropy, the compression performance of our proposed schemes with SW coding is guaranteed (in theory) to be no worse than that of separate H.264/AVC compression. In our implementation of two-terminal video coding, although inaccurate correlation modeling and rate loss with practical SW coding hurt the overall performance, we are able to achieve savings, albeit very small, in terms of the sum rate over separate H.264/AVC coding.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II gives the theoretical background on MT source coding while Section III reviews MT code designs for two jointly Gaussian sources. Section IV presents our proposed two-terminal video coding schemes. Experimental results are given in Section V, and Section VI concludes the paper.
A. Related Works
Most of the related works on distributed multiview video coding assume more than two views/cameras. Some of the cameras use conventional monoview video coding and, hence, are referred to as intracameras, while the other cameras are WZ cameras that exploit WZ coding with the sequences captured by the neighboring intracameras as decoder side information. The main challenge is how to "interpolate" multiple pieces of side information from the neighboring intracameras to generate a single prediction (side information) for a WZ coded sequence. The first scheme to produce the side information is proposed by Flierl and Girod [24] , who use reference frames from neighboring cameras and macroblock level disparity vectors. However, such a block-based algorithm are not accurate enough to predict the WZ coded sequences since the disparity depends on the pixel depth, camera settings and 3-D scene geometry. More advanced global disparity models are used in [25] , [26] , which are based on six-parameter affine model and eight-parameter homography model, respectively. Another scheme in [27] introduces an epipolar constraint that make use of the 3-D camera geometry to reduce the disparity search range. Tagliasacchi et al. [28] propose a fusion algorithm that adaptively exploits temporal or interview correlation at the pixel level. Finally, Dufaux et al. [29] combine temporal and homography interview side information in a setup with three cameras the central camera exploits WZ coding, while the two side cameras use conventional intraframe coding. None of these related works on MT video coding reported better results in terms of the sum rate than separate H.264/AVC encoding of each view. Classical stereo matching attempts to compute a disparity or depth map from the stereo images, with the knowledge of the stereo camera configuration. In general, stereo matching can be classified as an optimization problem that minimizes the image dissimilarity energy, e.g., squared/absolute intensity difference and shift absolute difference [30] . Boykov et al. [31] and Kolmogorov and Zabih [32] present efficient graph-cut based stereo algorithms, which find a smooth disparity map that is consistent with the image intensities. Geiger et al. [33] derive an occlusion process and a disparity field using dynamic programming. Based on the Markov random fields (MRF) model, Sun et al. [20] propose a stereo algorithm using belief propagation (BP), which considers three coupled MRF's: smooth disparity field, spatial line process and a binary occlusion process. Quantitative evaluations of these stereo algorithms in terms of "bad" pixel percentage (available at http://vision.middlebury. edu/stereo) show that the BP based algorithm [20] is among the most efficient ones.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. General MT Source Coding
The MT source coding setup is depicted in Fig. 1 purposes, simulation results with SWCQ for MT source coding from [13] , the sum rate bound for joint encoding [11] , and the point corresponding to separate encoding and decoding are also included.
for a given distortion measure are satisfied. The achievable rate region is the convex hull of the set of all achievable rate pairs .
B. Quadratic Gaussian MT Source Coding
For the Gaussian MT source coding problem with MSE distortion measure , where the sources are jointly Gaussian random variables with variances and correlation coefficient , the Berger-Tung (BT) inner rate region [1] , [6] is given by (4) where with , and . The boundary of the achievable rate region for and is shown as solid curves in Fig. 2 . It is proved recently in [7] that this rate region is tight for the two-terminal Gaussian MT source coding problem, that is, . For comparison, the boundary of the achievable rate region [11] for joint encoding of the same two Gaussian sources is also plotted as a dashed line in Fig. 2 . We can see the nonzero sum rate loss between the BT sum rate bound and the joint encoding sum rate bound (for this set of parameters, the sum rate loss is 0.002 b/s, which is exaggerated in Fig. 2 for clearer illustration) . In general, the supremum sum rate loss for two-terminal quadratic Gaussian MT source coding is b/s. Simulation results with SWCQ for practical MT source coding from [13] and the point corresponding to separate encoding and decoding are also included in the figure.
III. CODE DESIGNS FOR QUADRATIC GAUSSIAN MT SOURCE CODING
One of the conclusions of theoretical works [7] , [10] is that vector quantization plus SW coding is optimal for quadratic Gaussian MT source coding with two terminals. 3 Following this guiding principle, we employed SWCQ for practical MT source coding in [13] . Unlike nested lattice codes suggested by Zamir et al. [34] and generalized coset codes used by Pradhan and Ramchandran [12] , which are essentially nested source-channel codes, SWCQ explicitly separates the SW coding component from the vector quantizers at the encoder (while employing joint estimation/reconstruction at the decoder). SWCQ not only allows us to design a good source code and a good channel code individually, but also enables us to evaluate the practical performance loss due to source coding and channel coding separately. Moreover, SWCQ is very general as it applies to both MT source coding and the CEO problem [8] , [9] . It also generalizes similar approaches developed in [35] and [36] for WZ coding.
In practical applications such as MT video coding, it is preferable for the encoders to be able to operate at flexible rates. This necessitates MT source coding that allows arbitrary rate allocation between the two corner points of the rate region in Fig. 2 . The most straightforward approach is time-sharing between the two corner points. However, time-sharing might not be practical because it requires synchronization between the encoders. An alternative is the source splitting approach introduced by Rimoldi and Urbanke [21] . By splitting one source into two subsources, arbitrary point on the two-terminal MT rate region can be realized. Additionally, Pradhan and Ramchandran [12] suggested a novel method for SW coding based on partitioning a single parity-check code to realize arbitrary rate allocation. Following this idea, a practical code design method for SW coding of uniform binary sources was developed in [37] ; assuming binary symmetric correlation channel between two sources, designs with irregular repeat-accumulate codes and turbo codes give results that are very close to the SW limit.
Combining TCQ [14] with SW coding, two practical designs are presented in [13] under the SWCQ framework for quadratic Gaussian MT source coding with two encoders. The first asymmetric SWCQ scheme employs TCQ, SW coding, and source splitting to realize MT source coding with two encoders. More precisely, the MT source code design is "split" into one classic source coding component and two WZ coding components. While classic source coding relies on entropy-coded vector quantization, WZ coding is implemented by combining TCQ and LDPC codes (for SW coding) as done in [36] . In the second symmetric SWCQ scheme, the outputs of two TCQs are compressed using SW coding, which is based on the concept of channel code partitioning [37] for arbitrary rate allocation between the two encoders. Exploiting the joint statistics of the quantized sources, we develop a multilevel channel coding framework for SW coding of the quantization indices. Furthermore, arithmetic coding is employed at each encoder to exploit the cross-bit-plane correlation in each of the quantized sources for further compression.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of SWCQ, it is shown in [13] that, assuming ideal source coding and SW coding, SWCQ can achieve any point on the sum rate bound of the rate region for MT source coding. High-rate performance analysis of SWCQ under practical TCQ and ideal SW coding is also given in [13] . Practical designs using TCQ and turbo/LDPC codes for SW coding perform only 0.139-0.194 b/s away from the sum rate bound of quadratic Gaussian MT source coding. See again Fig. 2 .
IV. TWO-TERMINAL VIDEO CODING
A. Problem Setup and Notations
Let and be the left and right -frame stereo video sequences, respectively, and the frame size is fixed at for both sequences. Denote and as the H.264/AVC encoder/decoder pairs for the left and right sequences, respectively, where only the first frames and of the two sequences are intracoded (I-frames), and all the remaining frames are intercoded (P-frames). The bit rate in bits per second (bps) is for the left sequence, and for the right sequence. The reconstructed version of the left and right sequences are and , respectively, where is the quantization parameter used in the H.264/AVC coders. The average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of both sequences is defined as dB (5) where is the average squared difference between images and .
We consider the problem of two-terminal source coding of stereo video sequences such that, at the same video quality, the resulting total bit rate (or sum rate) is smaller than that of individual H.264/AVC coding. Thus, our goal is to design a two-terminal video coder that is capable of achieving a smaller sum rate compared to that of separate H.264/AVC encoding on the stereo video sequences at the same average PSNR , i.e., while , where and are the bit rate of the left and right sequences, respectively, and is the average PSNR, obtained with two-terminal video coding.
Our main idea of two-terminal video coding of is to employ the DCT to explore spatial correlation among neighboring pixels, motion compensation to remove temporal redundancies between consecutive video frames, and stereo matching and motion fusion at the decoder to generate side information for SW and WZ coding.
Before describing the details of our proposed two-terminal video coding schemes, we need to introduce some notations. Let be the 4 4 macroblock whose top-left corner is at the th row and th column of frame , with . Write the intrapredicted version of and the corresponding intraprediction mode as (for simplicity, we assume that only 4 4 luma intraprediction is used) (6) where is the quantization parameter, represents the intraprediction operation, whose arguments are the previously decoded macroblocks (if available) and . Then the corresponding residual block and its H.264/AVC integer-transformed version are expressed as and (7) respectively, where represents the integer DCT. Define a dead-zone quantizer as (8) where is the quantization step size, is the size of the deadzone, is the input, and (resp. ) is the closest integer to that is larger (resp. smaller) than . Then the equivalent H.264/AVC dead-zone quantizer [18] with quantization parameter can be denoted as for intraframes and for interframes, where is the quantization step size with . Write the quantization levels of the th block as (9) and the corresponding de-quantized version of the residual block as
The reconstructed th block (before deblocking filtering) is denoted as (11) which will be used in intrapredicting the neighboring macroblocks. Moreover, we will drop the index to denote the corresponding frame, for example, the intrapredicted frame is written as . Similarly, for the P-frame , write as the original macroblock at the th position, and (12) as the interpredicted residual block and the th motion vector, respectively, where represents the interprediction operation, whose arguments are the previously decoded -frame and the maximum motion search range , then we must have (13) where is the predicted motion vector for the th macroblock. Table I lists important notations used in this paper. All other notations follow the same naming rule unless otherwise noted. 4 . Quantizers used in the codec for the right I-frame in our first proposed two-terminal video coder.
B. Proposed Two-Terminal Video Coding Scheme 1
In our first proposed two-terminal video coder, the left sequence is first compressed by H.264/AVC using a group of picture (GOP) structure and transmitted to the joint decoder. The right sequence is then WZ coded with the decoded left sequence as decoder side information. The right I-frame and P-frames are compressed using different algorithms, because there is no a priori knowledge about the stereo correlation between the two sequences when compressing the right I-frame, while for the right P-frames, previous decoded pairs of frames provide information about the stereo correlation (via a motion fusion algorithm that uses previous disparity map and incorporates the 3-D camera geometry information), whose reliability depends on the quality of previous decoded frames. Another reason is because the I-frame uses intraprediction with different prediction modes, whereas the P-frames use interprediction with different motion vectors. The motion vectors of the left and right sequences are highly correlated, thus exploring this correlation will help reduce the transmission rate of the motion vectors, which is important at low rates when the motion vectors occupy a large portion of the compressed bitstream.
1) Two-Terminal Video Coding of I-Frames:
Our proposed two-terminal video coding scheme for the right I-frame is depicted in Fig. 3 .
First, the left sequence is compressed at Encoder 1 using H.264/AVC and transmitted to the joint decoder, using quantizers and a transmission rate of bps. Then the first frame of right sequence is intracoded using a quantizer with a larger rather than to produce a low-quality reconstruction at the decoder. A rough disparity map between and the H.264/AVC-decoded left I-frame is generated, i.e.,
where is the disparity map between frame and frame generated by the BP based stereo matching algorithm [38] , which is detailed in Section IV-D.
is then used to produce a side information by warping , i.e.,
where denote the warped version of frame according to disparity map , i.e., the intensity of th pixel of equals to that of the th pixel of , where and denote the vertical and horizontal disparity values of the disparity map , respectively. Now the encoder re-quantizes the residual DCT coefficients using the same quantizer as that for the left I-frame, without doing another intraprediction step, i.e., (16) We choose proper and such that where , which ensures that the two quantizers and are embedded in the sense that every quantization threshold in must also be a threshold in . Moreover, we write (17) if the zeroth quantization cell of contains cells of while each nonzero cell of contains cells of (we only consider the case when is an odd integer). For example, when , we have , as shown in Fig. 4 . is the binary indicator function. An example of the resulting statistics with (i.e., the DC coefficients) for I-frame residual coefficients is shown in Fig. 5 .
Clearly, given the knowledge of is uniquely determined by , thus the decoder can always generate conditional probabilities (19) where , . With these conditional probabilities at the decoder, is compressed by multilevel SW coding (described in Section IV-F), and the resulting syndromes are sent to the decoder. Then the final decoded I-frame is generated. Note that is not necessarily the same as the H.264/AVC decoded version , since the intrapredicted versions and are different.
2) Two-Terminal Video Coding of P-Frames:
Our proposed two-terminal video coding scheme for the right P-frames is depicted in Fig. 6 . The coded bitstream for the th intercoded frame with consists of three parts, namely, the overhead information (which is directly compressed by H.264/AVC), the motion vectors , and texture bits for the DCT coefficients. Denote the compressed bits of and as , and the compressed bits of as . Before compressing for at Encoder 2, we assume that the joint decoder has access to the reconstructions and . At the decoder, we first employ stereo matching to generate a disparity map between and . Using a slightly modified stereo matching algorithm (by allowing vertical disparities), we also obtain a forward motion field from to , and write (20) Then, use knowledge about the 3-D stereo camera settings and follow the "identical motion constraint," we apply a novel motion fusing algorithm to produce the right forward motion field based on the known information and , i.e.,
The detailed motion fusion algorithm will be described in Section IV-E. It is obvious that the motion vectors in the H.264/AVC bitstream are correlated to the motion field . Hence, SW coding is employed to compress with as decoder side information. Specifically, define (22) as the side information for the motion vector of the th block, where we use bold indices and to allow various intersearch modes, including 16 16, 16 8 , and 8 16, etc. Instead of directly doing SW coding on the motion vectors , which are with memory, the encoder generates the motion vector differences (MVDs) defined as the differences between the motion vectors and their predicted versions (using the same prediction method as in H.264/AVC), i.e., , and compresses using SW coding. The side information for the MVDs are generated as (23) where is the th H.264/AVC-predicted motion vector using the neighboring 's as references. Now we assume that the MVDs are memoryless sources, collect joint statistics between the MVDs and estimated MVDs for all P-frames to build an empirical model, and compute the conditional probabilities for the MVDs, we have (24) An example of the correlation model for motion vectors is shown in Fig. 7(a) .
Next, is warped according to the right motion field , generating an estimate of the th frame , i.e.,
Now an estimation of the th disparity map can be obtained from and , then we have
Assume ideal SW decoding, such that is perfectly reconstructed at the decoder, then exactly the same motion compensated frame at the encoder can be formed by warping according to , i.e.,
Consequently, the source and side information for WZ coding are computed as (28) (29) respectively, for , where is the warped version of using disparity map . Finally, WZ coding is employed to explore the remaining correlation between and and joint decoder reconstructs using a total transmission rate of bps. To do this, the WZ encoder and decoder quantizes the transformed source and transformed side information , using dead-zone quantizers and , respectively. The resulting quantization levels are then coded by a multilevel SW encoder with as decoder side information. Similar to the SW coding of MVDs, we collect joint statistics for all P-frames to build an empirical correlation model and compute (30) Finally, the joint decoder uses the syndrome bits and the loglikelihood ratios computed using the correlation model and the side information to reconstruct and, hence, . An example of the correlation model for P-frame residual coefficients is shown in Fig. 7(b) . Detailed encoding/decoding algorithms for two-terminal source coding can be found in [13] .
C. Proposed Two-Terminal Video Coding Scheme 2 With Source Splitting of the I-Frames
Theoretically, the first two-terminal video coding scheme proposed in Section IV-B can only achieve the corner points of the sum rate bound, meaning the encoder for the left sequence always uses the same rate (resulted from H.264/AVC coding). To build a two-terminal video coder that is capable of trading of rates between the two encoders, one solution is to employ the source splitting method of [21] , which is first introduced for SW coding, and then applied for quadratic Gaussian MT source coding in [13] . The main idea of source splitting is to "split" one of the sources into two parts, then transmit the first part using classical source coding, the second part using WZ coding given the decoded first source, and the third part using another WZ coder with the decoded versions of the two sources as side information. Such a scheme can potentially achieve any point on the MT sum rate bound if the sources are jointly Gaussian under the assumption of ideal quantization and SW coding [13] . However, for practical sources including stereo video sequences, since source-splitting includes an extra WZ coding step, we should expect a slightly larger sum rate loss (compared to our first proposed two-terminal video coding scheme)-the price to pay for arbitrary rate allocation.
The block diagram for our second proposed two-terminal video codec (for I-frames) is shown in Fig. 8 . The left I-frame is first coded by H.264/AVC using a dead-zone quantizer with quantizer , then the residual frame is quantized using another quantizer ; similarly, the right I-frame is coded by H.264/AVC using a dead-zone quantizer with quantizer , and the residual frame is quantized using . The quantization thresholds are selected such that the resulting two quantizers for the same sequence are embedded, i.e., (31) which implies that the finer quantization levels and are uniquely determined by the coarse quantization levels and and the refining cell indices and defined as the first equation shown at the bottom of the page. This property significantly reduces the decoder's computational complexity.
The two coarse versions and are first transmitted to the decoder, where a disparity map is generated between these two decoded I-frames. With at the decoder, the decoded right I-frame is warped to generate a side information for SW coding of the lower two bit-planes (that are used to distinguish among or quantization cells) of the left I-frame, i.e., . Next, as in our first proposed scheme, we compute and and for each , define the second equation shown at the bottom of the page. An example of the correlation model for the first SW coding step is shown in Fig. 9 . Then the refinement cell indices of the left I-frame can be compressed and reconstructed at the decoder. Hence, a new disparity map is generated, and another SW coding step is done to compress the cell indices of the right I-frame . Finally, the decoded version of the left I-frame and the right I-frame are reconstructed at the decoder. Before moving on, we point out that conceptually source splitting can also be applied to the P-frames. However, our practical implementation does not improve the sum rate performance than that without source splitting of the P-frames. Explanations are given in Section V-B2.
D. BP Based Stereo Matching Algorithm
In this subsection, we provide some details of the BP based stereo matching algorithm, which is the key to explore the binocular correlation between the left and right sequences. Suppose is the set of all pixels in the reference frame, and is the set of possible discrete disparity values. The disparity of a pixel is denoted as . Then the stereo matching problem is formalized as an energy minimization problem with total energy [38] ( 32) where is the cost of assigning disparity value to pixel is the set of neighboring pixel pairs, and is the cost function of assigning disparity values and to neighboring pixels and . To solve this minimization problem, Felzenszwalb et al. [38] implemented the standard "max-product" algorithm, where messages are passed between each pair of neighboring pixels in an iterative manner. More specifically, at th iteration, a message , a lengthvector, is updated in the following way:
where is the component in message (sent from to at th iteration) that corresponds to the disparity value . After iterations (where is a fixed number), a final disparity value is assigned for each pixel , such that where In general, updating messages will take time where is the number of possible disparities. However, if the cost function in (32) is in the following form, where it is possible to compute new messages in time. Detailed message update algorithm can be found in [38] . Finally, a disparity map is generated in time, where is the number of pixels.
E. Motion Fusion
In this subsection, we give details on the motion fusion algorithm for estimating the right forward motion field. The 3-D camera geometry is depicted again in Fig. 10(a) . Although originally designed for stereo matching, the BP based algorithm [20] , [38] can also be applied for motion field estimation. Since most stereo cameras are aligned such that no vertical disparity exists between corresponding pixels, the algorithm in [20] only allows horizontal disparities, which are clearly not enough for Fig. 11 . Labeling of cell indices, the top figure is the labeling of R for our first proposed scheme and the bottom figure depicts the labeling of R for our second proposed scheme.
motion field. Hence, we slightly modify the above algorithm by allowing vertical disparities: , all scalar disparities become vector disparities ; the Birchfield and Tomasi's pixel dissimilarity [20] is changed to (33) where is the matching pixel of with disparity , and are the linearly interpolated intensity halfway between and its neighboring pixel to the left, right, top, and bottom, respectively, and is the image noise variance that depends on the quality of input pictures.
The next step is to fuse the disparity map and the left motion field to estimate the right motion field . As shown in Fig. 10(b) , the 3-D motion vector can be decomposed into three components: horizontal motion that is parallel to , vertical motion that is perpendicular to the plane, and parallel motion that is perpendicular to both and (which is ignored in the motion fusion algorithm). Recall from Section IV-A that is the focal length of both cameras, the base line distance between the two cameras, the pixel size in the imaging plane, and the convergence distance. The stereo motion fusion algorithm has the following steps [see block diagram in Fig. 10(c) ].
1) Estimating the depth. Calculate angles and using the horizontal coordinate of the pixel . Then the depth of is . 2) Estimating the right horizontal motion vector based on the depth and the left horizontal motion vector using (note that )
3) Estimating the right vertical motion vector using (35)
F. Multilevel SW Coding of Motion Vectors and Quantization Levels
In this subsection, we describe the multilevel SW encoding and decoding algorithms, which are used to compress the motion vectors and the quantization levels of the residual coefficients. We first break the m-ary motion vectors or quantized residual coefficients into bit planes, and then use binary SW coding to compress the bit planes. For the motion vectors, which is often a -array source, a regular labeling suffices. However, the refining cell indices and in our first and second proposed schemes are not necessarily -ary sources. For example, when and and are 5-ary and ternary sources, respectively. This necessitates irregular labeling as shown in Fig. 11 .
Specifically, for the 5-ary source , the first two bit planes are used to distinguish between index sets , and the third bit plane is used to distinguish between and . Similarly, for the ternary source , the first bit plane is used to distinguish between index sets and , and the second bit plane is used to distinguish between and . Detailed encoding/decoding algorithms again can be found in [13] .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, the stereo video sequences are captured by two closely located cameras in the setting depicted in Fig. 12 . Each camera has a focal length of mm and pixel size mm. The two cameras are separated by a baseline distance of mm to observe the same scene from two different angles. The convergence distance of the cameras is m, and the convergence angle is defined as . Both test sequences "tunnel" and "aqua" can be downloaded from http://lena.tamu.edu/sequences.zip, and the first pair of frames of the "tunnel" sequences are also shown in Fig. 12 .
We use the Y-component of the 720 288 "tunnel" and "aqua" as test stereo video sequences, each with 20 left frames and 20 right frames. Since the efficiency of two-terminal video coding hinges upon the video quality at the decoder (for accurate correlation modeling), we target at both low-rate and high-rate regimes and expect the latter to be more favorable for two-terminal video coding.
Since two-terminal video coding is expected to perform better than separate encoding (and decoding), but worse than joint encoding (and decoding), as one benchmark, we use H.264/AVC for separate encoding (and decoding) of the left and right sequences using the structure. For "tunnel," we code the left and right sequences using the H.264/AVC reference software JM73 [39] , and list the coding parameters and statistics of the resulting bitstream for both the low-rate and high-rate cases in Table II .
For joint encoding, we use the Joint Scalable Video Model (JS) software [40] . The total bit rate is 6.461 Mbps for "tunnel" for an average PSNR of 40.59 dB and 6.798 Mbps for "aqua" for an average PSNR of 40.66 dB.
In two-terminal video coding, the disparity maps and motion fields are generated in half-pel precision by the modified stereo matching algorithm described in Section IV-E. The parameter values are consistent with those in [20] :
. We also incorporate segmentation results produced by the mean-shift algorithm [41] .
In our implementation, the SW rate is determined by simulation: if the conditional entropy is much smaller (e.g., b/s) than the self entropy, SW coding is used, and the SW rate is set to be the smallest value such that the probability of error in LDPC/SW decoding is under ; if the conditional entropy is very close (e.g., b/s difference) to the self entropy, arithmetic coding is used instead. Relevant PSNR results reported in this section take into account the negligible quality degradation caused by SW decoding errors.
A. Low-Rate Regime
In the low-rate regime, the sum rate is relatively low (866.28 kbps at a frame rate of 30 frames per second), leading to poor reconstruction quality. Consequently, the disparity map and the motion field generated from the decoded frames are not very reliable compared to those from the originals. Hence, in the implemented two-terminal video coding scheme 1, only the motion vectors (generated from the originals and independent of the coding rate) for the intercoded blocks are SW coded with side information generated at the decoder, while the I-frames and P-frame residual coefficients are directly coded by H.264/AVC. Using the joint statistics collected from all 20 frames of "tunnel" for an empirical correlation model, and a multilevel SW code implemented by LDPC codes with 7 bit planes each for the vertical and horizontal component of motion vectors, we are able to save 3 747 bits from the 38 970 motion vector bits in the right bitstream (all the other components are entropy coded as in H.264/AVC). The SW coding block length varies from frame to frame, and ranges in (800, 1100). Fig. 13 compares the performance of separate encoding, two-terminal video coding, and joint encoding of "tunnel."
B. High-Rate Regime
1) Two-Terminal Video Coding Without Source Splitting of the I-Frames:
In the high-rate case, since most of the bits are spent on coding the residual frame (77.2% of the bit stream as indicated in Table I ) in our first proposed two-terminal video coding scheme (without source-splitting of the I-frames), we implement the algorithms described in Section IV-B1 for I-frame coding (with and ) and in Section IV-B2 for the residual coefficients of the P-frames. Generic correlation models between the sources and the side informations are generated based on the joint statistics collected from all 20 frames of "tunnel." Nested scalar quantization [34] , [35] followed by multilevel SW coding (using LDPC codes) are employed for WZ coding. In our implementation, the WZ coding block length for the I-frame coefficients is 12 096, while that for the P-frame coefficients ranges in (4000, 6000). Table III lists the SW code rate used for each of the 4 4 residual coefficients (for each of the two bit planes).
For "tunnel," the total saving is 32 548 bits, which is equivalent to 48.8 kbps, or 0.75% of the total sum rate. Similar experiments on the "aqua" stereo video sequences give a total sum rate savings of 37.0 kbps, or 0.53% of the total sum rate. Performance comparisons among separate encoding, two-terminal video coding, and joint encoding for the "tunnel" and "aqua" sequences are shown in Fig. 14 (comparison of total sum rate at the same average PSNR) and Fig. 15 (comparison of rate-distortion curves). We additionally run experiments on "tunnel" with both separate and joint encoding 4 at the same sum rate of 6.581 Mbps (by slightly adjusting the H.264/AVC encoding parameters in Table I ) as with two-terminal video coding. This allows us to compare the PSNR versus frame number performance of these three different schemes at the same sum rate in Fig. 16 .
Remarks:
• From Fig. 14 , we see that by design is the same for both separate H.264/AVC coding and two-terminal video coding. Thus, our first proposed scheme (without source splitting) is "asymmetric" in nature, meaning that it can only approach the corner points of the rate region at best. Note that, although the minimum sum rate of two-terminal video coding is not known, it is lower bounded by the sum rate of joint encoding.
• It is seen from Figs. 13 and 14 that, compared to separate H.264/AVC coding, two-terminal video coding achieves some savings at low sum rate and a bit more at high sum rate. However, the rate saving is 48.4 kbps (or 0.75%) for "tunnel" and 15.8 kbps (or 0.53%) for "aqua"-less than one percent in this case. In addition, we used the true joint statistics in our experiments, leading to best scenario performance. Thus, it is in general not easy to beat separate H.264/AVC coding with two-terminal video coding, especially at low sum rate.
A true generic correlation model should be built off-line by collecting joint statistics from many stereo video sequences -much like codebook training (e.g., for Huffman coding and for vector quantization) in classic source coding. Towards this end, we run simulations using a slightly more general correlation model computed from both "tunnel" and "aqua" (after mixing them together). At the same average PSNR of 40.59 dB for "tunnel," the sum-rate saving of two-terminal video coding over separate H.264/AVC coding is now 17.6 (instead of 48.4) kbps. For "aqua," the new sum-rate saving is 15.8 (instead of 37.0) kbps at the same average PSNR of 40.66 dB. When we excluded the sequences to be coded in correlation modeling, we were not able to outperform separate H.264/AVC coding with two-terminal video coding. This underscores one of the challenging issues with practical two-terminal video coding that is correlation modeling.
• We believe that our marginal 0.75% sum rate savings with two-terminal video coding for "tunnel" in the high-rate regime are partially due to the small 1.94% rate savings with joint coding (both over separate H.264/AVC coding). We expect improvements with both two-terminal video coding and joint encoding when multiple reference frames are used in motion estimation and fusion.
• In this work, we do not emphasize low-complexity encoding (as advocated in [22] and [23] ). Instead, our only premise is distributed coding, i.e., no collaboration between the encoders. The complexity of our two-terminal video encoders is essentially the same as that of H.264/AVC encoding. The complexity of the joint decoder is high due to stereo matching, which takes around 40 min per frame on our Pentium IV 2.0-GHz PC.
2) Two-Terminal Video Coding With Source Splitting of the I-Frames:
We also implement our second proposed scheme based on source splitting (described in Section IV-C) of the I-frames. The quantizers are set to as shown in Fig. 17 . Then we have and . These quantizers are carefully chosen such that rate savings can be achieved for both the left and right sequences. Generic correlation models between the sources and the side informations are generated based on the joint statistics collected from all 20 frames of "tunnel" sequence. The rate saving is 8 470 bits for the right sequence and 9 468 bits for the left sequence. The total saving is equivalent to 26.9 kbps, or 0.41% of the total bit rate. Again, the WZ coding block length for the I-frame coefficients is fixed at 12 096. Experiments are also run on the Y-component of "aqua" sequences. The total saving is equivalent to 27.8 kbps, or 0.39% of the total bit rate. Performance comparisons between separate encoding, two-terminal video coding, and joint encoding for both "tunnel" and "aqua" are also included in Fig. 14 .
• We see from Fig. 14 that source splitting on top of SWCQ does lead to flexible rate allocation between the two encoders, while achieving savings in the sum rate. However, with source splitting, we obtain less sum rate savings than without source splitting in our first proposed scheme. This is mainly due to the fact that one more WZ coding step (with attendant performance loss in practice) is needed with source splitting. Additionally, splitting the left I-frame also introduces rate loss since a coarser intrapredicted version is used instead of . • In order to outperform separate H.264/AVC Intracoding, choices of the quantizers and are crucial. Note that determines the final reconstruction quality of the left and right I-frames, while and control the amount of rate savings. Clearly, and cannot be too coarse since otherwise the quality of the coarse disparity map will be very poor. Moreover, from our experiments, we find that to achieve positive rate savings for both the left and right I-frames, it is necessary for to be a much finer quantizer than . This can be explained as follows. The first reconstructed version of the right I-frame is used to generate decoder side information for WZ coding of the refinement cell indices of the left I-frame; if is too coarse, the obtained decoder side information will contain little information about , which makes the first WZ coding step ineffective (in terms of beating H.264/AVC Intracoding). In fact, we may consider the extreme case when the left and right I-frames are exactly the same, i.e., , then will tell almost no more information about than if is coarser than . For the same reason, cannot be too fine compared to since otherwise it will be difficult to save bits in the second WZ coding step. Thus, we constrain the choices of quantizers to (36) where " " means "finer than." • In the original version of source splitting proposed by Rimoldi and Urbanke [21] for SW coding, where the source correlation is assumed to be known a priori at both the encoders and the decoder, only one classic source coding step and two WZ coding steps are involved. However, in our implementation of two-terminal video coding using source splitting, it is not possible to obtain the exact correlation between the left and right sequences before compression. Hence, it is necessary for the two encoders to first send "snapshots" of the two I-frames to the decoder to generate a rough estimate of the source correlation (in terms of disparity map) before WZ coding can be applied. This is why we have two classic source coding steps and two WZ coding steps.
• We also experiment with source splitting on the P-frames, but no sum rate gain is obtained. To explain, we note that it is easy for H.264/AVC to explore the remaining correlation among the 16 quantized DCT coefficients in the same 4 4 macroblock (by directly encoding the number of nonzero coefficients, number of trailing ones, etc.). For two-terminal video coding, this is not trivial as it involves SW coding of non-i.i.d. sources. Consequently, our two-terminal video coder ignores this in-source correlation and compresses the coefficients one position at a time. Fortunately, most of the sum rate savings in our first proposed two-terminal video coding scheme (without source splitting) comes from the I-frames, and doing source splitting only on the I-frames already offers considerable flexibility in rate allocation (while outperforming separate H.264/AVC encoding).
VI. CONCLUSION
Building upon our experience with practical designs for quadratic Gaussian MT source coding, we have addressed two-terminal video coding that targets at saving the sum rate over separate H.264/AVC coding. The main idea is to mimic H.264/AVC coding with a twist that instead of entropy coding, we explore the binocular redundancy by using disparity maps generated by stereo matching to form decoder side information for WZ coding. We proposed two two-terminal video coders: the first (without source splitting) targets at the corner points of the MT sum rate bound, and second (with source splitting) aims at approaching any point on the MT sum rate bound. Results on rate savings for motion vectors in the low-rate regime and for I-frame and P-frame residual coefficients in the high-rate regime are given. This paper represents the first work on practical two-terminal video coding. It essentially relies on "asymmetric" SW coding and WZ coding, where one source is assumed to be available at the decoder as side information-the trick of source splitting is pulled to realize flexible rate allocation. This makes it easier in practical two-terminal video coding, as we only need to focus on encoding one source at a time.
For simultaneous SW coding of two sources, although the elegant idea of partitioning a single channel code was proposed in [12] and successfully explored in [37] for arbitrary rate allocation between the two encoders for quadratic Gaussian MT source coding (after TCQ), it remains a challenging task to implement simultaneous two-terminal video coding in practice. The main issue again lies in correlation modeling when dealing with practical video coding.
Finally, for MT video coding with more than two terminals, since the theory is incomplete even with jointly Gaussian sources, there has not been any serious study yet.
